
 

 

Lindab rainline |  the steel rainwater system 

Reducing Leaf Blockage in your Rainwater System 

 Leafline sits in the gutter, the brush is designed to allow easy flow 

of rainwater, leaves  that land on top  stay dry and blow away. 

 Available  in Black or Opaque options to fit 100m, 125mm or 

150mm gutters. 

 Supplied in 3m lengths, no fastenings are required (you may wish 

to secure with cable ties in high wind areas). 

Leafline Gutter Brush  (LGB) 

Gutter Leaf Guard (GRIDB) 

Rod Access Pipe (MSTRA) 

 The leaf guard attaches to the gutter using the clips supplied, 

leaves  that land on top  stay dry and blow away. 

 Available  in Black or White options, the grid is 145mm wide and 

can fit 100mm, 125mm or 150mm gutters. 

 Supplied in 10m HD Polythene rolls with 23 clips, additional clips 

are available if required (GRIDC).  

 A rod access pipe has removable door that provides access to 

remove blockages. 

 Can be installed into a standard pipe run. 

 Available  in all Rainline finishes and sizes. 

 1m steel pipe with plastic door handles. 

Self-Cleaning Leaf Trap (SLS) 

 A self-cleaning leaf trap  is usually placed at the bottom of a pipe stack so 

that leaves can be filtered out of the system without blocking  the drain. 

 Fits 100mm pipes or to 75mm or 87mm pipes using  a drain shoe (BUTK). 

 Available  in all HD Polythene Rainline colours, also in reinforced steel or 

stainless steel. 
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Reducing Leaf Blockage in your Rainwater System 

Leaf Filter (DVSIL) & Drain Shoe (BUTK) 

 The leaf filter  fits directly into a  ground pipe and is designed to 

be used with the drain shoe which can slide up  to allow the filter 

to be removed for cleaning. 

 The leaf filter is stainless steel and fits a 100mm ground pipe 

 The drain shoe is available  in all Rainline finishes and sizes. 

 

Drain Trap (RT) & Sliding Pipe (PRT) 

 The drain trap fits directly into a  ground pipe and is designed to 

be used with the sliding pipe which can slide up  to allow access 

to clean the drain trap. 

 The drain trap is available in all HD polythene Rainline colours  

and fits a 100mm ground pipe 

 The sliding pipe is available  in all Rainline finishes and sizes up to 

100mm. 

For more information: 

T: 0121 585 2780 E: rainline@lindab.co.uk 

www.lindab.co.uk/rainline 


